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In late August MARINTEK’s scientists stayed on the LNG ferry “Landegode” for a week to prepare for and to execute manoeuvring tests. Installation and testing of project specific instrumentation was done while the ferry was in service. The manoeuvring tests were done during its off-service period between 10 am and 3 pm. Figure 4 shows the ferry performing a few standard tests. As this ferry had high-efficiency rudders (Rolls-Royce Promas) and three thrusters a number of ship specific tests were done on request from the master. One specific and surprising finding was the influence of the bow thruster in the speed range of 6 – 12 knots. In November a captive model test (using MARINTEK’s Hexapod) was performed.

The project partners have reviewed publications on validation of shiphandling simulation models and found that there is a lack of reliable data for validation studies. A validation workshop took place at Flanders Hydraulic Research early October. It has been decided to continue work on verification, validation and accreditation of simulation models in the first part of 2014.

The 2nd Steering Committee meeting took place in Trondheim late November. It was decided to include a new Norwegian partner (Marine Cybernetics) and to look for a third Norwegian shipping company contributing with an additional case vessel (preferably a large oil/bulk carrier). The international partners were finalizing their plans for selecting case vessels and time schedule for sea trials.

Planned activities for January – June 2014

The first free-sailing model test in the project will take place early March in MARINTEK’s Ocean basin. The “Gunnerus” model will be used. The test plan will include standard IMO manoeuvres and specific low speed tests. Some additional captive model tests will be done for the LNG ferry “Landegode” mid May. Immediately after there will be captive model tests with Island Offshore’s new offshore vessel “Island Condor” (a UT 776CD design).

Project partners will have separate meetings with shipping companies operating the project’s case vessels. It is planned to arrange two workshops, one to finalize the state-of-the-art study of validation methods and one on performing manoeuvring sea trials. The 3rd Steering Committee meeting will be held late May 2014.

Disclaimer

Although this newsletter is written with care, neither MARINTEK nor other project partners are responsible for errors in the content.

Contact information

Contact person: Dr. ing. Tor Einar Berg, phone +47 9265 9975, email: toreinar.berg@marintek.sintef.no
Project website: http://www.sintef.no/Projectweb/SimVal/
Project email: simval@marintek.sintef.no